How refreshing it was to read Ken Walker's article. 1 He has the courage to speak out on a subject from which most of us shy away. The major concern of physicians since the time of Hippocrates has been to help prevent pain and suffering; the concept of saving lives at all costs is a modern aberration. In the time of Hippocrates, deformed or malformed babies were put out on the hillside to perish. Of course such a practice would be abhorrent today, but one has to reflect on the enormous cost to our current system of performing heroic procedures on patients whose viability is doubtful. 2 Gilbert comments on twins Lori and Reba Schappel, who are joined at the forehead and share a blood supply, part of a skull and some brain tissue. The twins feel that, even were it possible, they would reject surgery to separate them. Gilbert writes, "So here's the question: If this were your life rather than theirs, how would you feel? If you said, 'joyful, playful and optimistic,' … try to be honest instead of correct. The honest answer is 'despondent, desperate and depressed.' Indeed, it seems clear that no rightminded person could really be happy under such circumstances … in an exhaustive search of the medical literature, [a] medical historian found the 'desire to remain together to be so widespread among communicating conjoined twins as to be practically universal.'" In sum, writes Gilbert, "all claims of happiness are claims from someone's point of view -from the perspective of a single human being whose unique collection of past experiences serves as a context, a lens, a background for her evaluation of her current experience. As much as the scientist might wish for it, there isn't a view from nowhere."
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Disclosing medical errors
The commentary on disclosing errors to patients by Wendy Levinson and Thomas Gallagher 1 perpetuates the confusion created by others.
2,3 Levinson and Gallagher suggest that errors alone lead to harm; if harm is not caused, it is "by chance or because the error was corrected before harm could occur." Statements like this suggest that they have not based their writing on a model of accident causation, such as Reason's well-referenced "Swiss cheese" model, 4 which describes the complex interplay of the actions of workers, local triggering factors and latent conditions that weaken, breach or bypass defences, thereby contributing to adverse outcomes. Statements such as "some adverse events are preventable -these events can be called errors" are inaccurate; the terms error, adverse event and harm are not synonymous.
Levinson and Gallagher make reference to national guidelines for the disclosure of adverse events that the Canadian Patient Safety Institute is developing with stakeholders "including the Canadian Medical Protective Association and organizations that represent medicine, nursing, pharmacy and health care institutions."
1 We find it curious that patients and their families, the most important stakeholders, are not mentioned in this list. The guidelines use an arbitrarily chosen definition of an adverse event: "an unexpected event in health care delivery that results in harm and is not attributable to a recognized complication."
5 This definition markedly restricts the scope of disclosure and is not patient focused.
For patients, the distinctions between the terms errors, adverse events and unexpected complications are not important. Patients experience harm, and regardless of how members of the health care community and legal profession wish to classify it, patients who have suffered harm expect and deserve a timely, supportive and informative conversation about their concerns. Indeed, in 2003 the College of Physicians and Surgeons of Ontario recognized this with the publication of their policy on disclosure of harm.
